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Abstract: This paper examines implementing a unique way of observing children’s play through
an empowerment framework; considering children’s choices, decisions, and interactions through
an empowerment lens. The study considers the different ways children are empowered through
their play environments using participation, voice, and ownership as three guiding themes and
the challenges of recording children’s empowerment for practitioners. Five nested case studies in
two different UK-based childcare environments form the basis of the research. Thematic analysis
scrutinised the data that were generated from observations of children’s play, interviews with
practitioners and a focus group with both settings. A phenomenological theoretical framing allowed
a layered picture of empowerment to emerge. Practitioners made subjective yet informed judgements
about children’s empowerment in their observations, drawing on knowledge and understanding of
children’s personalities. Empowering experiences were recorded under prompt questions focusing
on the way in which and the influences of how children were experiencing empowering moments.
Observing through an empowerment framework has changed practice and the way practitioners
think about the opportunities provided for children in their play environment. The main challenges
for practitioners relate to anxiety around moving away from outcome-based observations and time
limitations on producing meaningful narratives around children’s empowerment.
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1. Introduction

Academic Editor: James Albright

Play is important for children; it is where they explore, try out new things, and voice
their opinions. It is a vehicle for nurturing their interest and provides a platform for
exploring curiosity and creativity [1]. Children’s active engagement in play supports their
cognitive and physical development as they bring what they already know to their play and
build on or experiment with their knowledge and understanding. Children also enter play
situations with experiences from home, their family, and community [2]. The combination
of children’s social interactions and bringing their own understanding and interpretations
of the world provide an irresistible foundation for creativity, exploration, and curiosity.
Coupled with this, the environments children encounter and are able to engage with further
compound the desire for children to play and imagine.
The empowerment framework (EF) [3] is a tool for capturing children’s involvement
in their play environment and with their peers. It exposes what they are interested in
and how they are learning through that process. The EF was designed as a conceptual
framework, developed through PhD research with seven case-study children and families.
This paper reports on a small-scale study of practitioners in the UK using the EF for the
first time in ‘real time’ practice. The challenge of the EF is that it requires a shift in thinking
from recording what children do or achieve to how children do something and how they
interact with their environment and those around them. It is based on three guiding themes
of participation, voice, and ownership, which are significant in contributing to empowering
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experiences. Under these guiding themes, practitioners are asked to think about openended prompt questions when they are observing children and to consider how children
are playing through an empowerment perspective.
1.1. Empowerment
The term empowerment is an elusive concept. It is often defined in relation to business
or community action rather than Early Childhood [4]. Yet empowerment is a fundamental
quality that most individuals desire. It is complex because people do not feel empowered
all of the time, it is a process or a feeling, and requires certain elements to be in place for
empowering experiences to occur [3]. Although other approaches to early years education
contain the sentiments of empowerment such as Reggio Emilia in Italy and Te Whariki
in New Zealand, they are centred around their own cultural identities. Carr’s learning
stories offer an approach to assessment which gives a voice to young children though
assessment that can shape learning and reflect pedagogical thinking [5]. In the same way
this research puts children’s empowerment as the most significant element for observation
and a foundation for understanding an individual child. A framework based on the core
elements of empowerment can transcend different cultures, contexts, and circumstance
in the same way that Carr’s learning stories developed an approach to assessment. A
framework concentrating on what it is that significantly contributes to a child’s engagement
is valuable in furthering understanding about the way in which children learn and develop.
Empowerment in children’s play follows an argument that it is not one single action,
event, or circumstance. It is concerned with examining individual choices and decisions
based on social interactions, emotional responses, and environmental influences within
situated boundaries and resources. However, there are essential components that contribute
to children’s experiences of empowerment: these are Participation, Voice, and Ownership.
1.2. Participation
Participation in play is significant to the process of empowerment because the nature
of participation shapes and directs what is happening and can potentially change or
develop children’s interests or build capacity for on-going play [6]. How children decide
to participate in play is significant. They may negotiate their way into a play situation
or be more assertive through taking the lead and instructing other children. They may
challenge themselves through pushing their physical limits or encourage other children to
try something new in order to sustain a play situation. Children may use their initiative to
change a game, or focus of play, to ensure it continues. Becoming involved in established
play is also an emotional risk children take in joining in for the first time or expressing their
interest in case they are rejected by the group. Active participation requires being involved,
by investing in social interactions with others and risking an emotional investment in
caring about what is going on and wanting to be part of that situation [7]. However, active
participation can also imply empowerment of those involved in the sense ‘that children
believe and have reason to believe that their involvement will make a difference’ [8] (p. 111).
Participation is more than expressing individual choice and is part of a broader
experience of belonging and feeling valued [9]. Thus, children in play may become powerful
social participants in their own right as play allows them to express their preferences and
interests. Where these are accepted by other children, this signals that their views are
important [7]. Participation, therefore, has a wider meaning in that it is not just about the
connections children make with their peers; it is also about children being able to make
choices and having opportunities to be curious. It also supports pathways for children
to explore and feel included or wanted as part of play. In its widest sense, participation
is significant to the process of empowerment because motivation for being part of play
comes from the child and subsequently can be sustained for as long as children’s interests
remain active.
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1.3. Voice
Through play children have opportunities to observe behaviour, copy each other, see
how others respond to them and those around them and deal with others’ expectations and
feelings, however these are expressed [10]. In this paper, children’s voice is defined as the
way in which children explore how they can express their views not only through speaking
but through their actions, body language, gestures, or where they position themselves
within a group of children [11]. In child-initiated social play children have certain choices
in what they do as well as what they choose not to do which demonstrates to other children
their preferences and how strongly they feel about them [12]. Children can also manage
other children’s responses not only to their verbal communication, but their actions and
consequences of their actions [13].
Children’s spoken voice does not always reflect the reality of their experiences; what
children say is not always the whole story of what they want or need [14]. Often children’s
voice is examined within the context of adult–child relationships [15]. However, children’s
voice is also relevant in child–child relationships and particularly in play situations where
children may demonstrate different social and emotional skills in using different modes
of expression effectively. Expressing an opinion amongst other children who also have
opinions requires confidence and self-assurance, especially in a large social group. Through
different ways of communicating with their peers, and having their opinions valued and
heard by others, children are more willing to contribute their thoughts and ideas, not only
by what they say, but also by what they do [7,16].
Empowerment in children’s play manifests itself through children expressing their
point of view in agreement or if it differs from others; and using different modes of
expression to show their preferences [17]. This may be through making decisions about the
materials or resources they want to play with, the space they want to play in, and the timing
of their play. There is an interconnectedness between children’s voice and participation
in play, as the more children want to be involved, the more opinions they have about the
direction of their play. This also supports the process of creativity and imagination where
all forms of communication between children is important for play to evolve, be negotiated
and contain a certain amount of compromise so that everyone involved achieves a sense
of satisfaction [18]. Children quickly realise in child–child play interactions that if their
participation is too dominant or if they attempt to force their views on others, they are often
left playing alone [10]. Therefore, children’s participation and voice are closely associated
with the process of empowerment as part of experiencing and building social relationships,
being involved in play, having ideas affirmed or ignored, and building capacity to be
adaptable and flexible in play situations [19].
1.4. Ownership
Children want to feel that they are part of something, for example a family, an early
childhood setting, or part of a wider community [20]. When children have a sense of
ownership they engage with and support other children through their actions and interest
in what is happening around them [21]. Having control or ownership of something helps
children feel secure and confident in what they are doing. It is powerful because children
feel comfortable and secure in the situation, have knowledge about what might happen and
are familiar with the other children around them [22]. Ownership supports active interest
and engagement in contributing and influencing what is happening and taking a leading
role in the development of play. Therefore, recognising children have a vested interest in
their play environment supports the validity of their play agenda, allowing children to
follow their own interests and come to their own conclusions [19].
The term ownership is a deliberate choice because it is personal to the child’s individual
experiences. In any given situation there are always external factors that have greater
influence over what a child is able to do and the choices they can make; for example,
boundaries are set by an adult, time is controlled by the daily routine, choice of what to do
or who to play with is set by the resources available and the structure of classes. Within all
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of these rules and regulations, children can have the opportunity to ‘own’ for themselves
something that is interesting or important to them.
When children are able to engage with materials in different and creative ways, they
have the opportunity to express independent thought and be able to follow it through to
a conclusion of their own satisfaction. It is an emotive response of being included and a
tangible experience of sharing something that has happened, been created, or achieved
together. Children’s actions and the way they develop play when it consists of their own
ideas and experimentations supports a sense of owning the materials and space and what
they can do with them. Through the ownership of play, common interests also emerge in
the interactions between children; they begin to seek out each other to play with and often
the same themes and games appear. When children cooperate, working towards the same
goal or purpose, their play supports the sense that they are in control of the immediacy of
their environment.
Ownership reaffirms familiarity in the processes of common practices which often
reflect children’s particular community and culture [20,22]. When there is a sense of
ownership in children’s play there may also be characteristics of group cohesiveness in
working together, coming up with creative solutions to problems and children feeling able
to express their personality and emotions [16]. These connections are significant to the
development of being empowered. Ownership relates closely to children’s knowledge
and how they use that knowledge to support the development of their play and involve
others [23]. However, it does not have to be the physical ownership of an object but can
also be ownership of an emotion or memory. Children might share a smile between them,
remembering when they last played the same game, or express themselves through their
physical movement, sharing the same feeling [3].
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Theoretical Framing
The framing for this research is based on social phenomenology, exploring the subjective experiences of early childhood practitioners observing children’s play through an
empowerment lens. The often taken-for-granted aspects of children’s play are examined
through a focus of layered experiences and interactions in social and child-led spaces.
Through social phenomenology meaning is given and judgements are made in situations [24]. The focus of this study is the way in which the EF is used as an analytical yet
subjective meaning making tool. Social phenomenology involves two aspects of interpretive understanding: the process by which sense is made or interpreted through everyday
happenings, in this research, observing children’s play; and the process by which generalisations are constructed [25]. The empowerment framework is used to interpret children’s
play from an empowerment perspective, but also to act as a critical facilitation for analysing
approaches and professional judgements about play. The professional discussions between
practitioners enable narratives around children’s lived experiences to be recognised as more
than casual events. Therefore, the intersubjectivity that social phenomenology supports,
creates discourse focused on the way in which play and the spaces that children occupy
during play can support the process of empowerment.
2.2. Method
The study followed a qualitative ethnographic case study design consisting of two
case studies, a group of childminders (3) from the South West of England and practitioners
at a pre-school setting (2) located in the West Midlands. There was a total of 5 focus
children: 3 children in the childminder group and 2 children in pre-school. These are
referred to as nested cases (Table 1). The research design consisted of an induction to the
empowerment framework and how to use it facilitated by the researcher; data generated by
the practitioners using the framework (observations and supporting evidence of children’s
play); interviews and a focus group between the childminders and the pre-school at the
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end of the study. A timeline for the data generation methods which was replicated in both
case studies is outlined in Table 2.
Table 1. Nested case studies.
Case Studies

Nested Cases

Case study A–Childminders

Anya (childminder) and Bella (assistant childminder) observing
George (4 years old) and Albie (6 years old).
Grace (childminder) observing Tilda (3 years old).

Case study B–Pre-school

Debbie (practitioner) observing her focus child Josh (4 years old).
Mia (practitioner) observing her focus child Sasha (3 years old).

Table 2. Data generation timeline and methods.
Timeline

Participants, Method, Purpose

Data Generation

Group of practitioners/childminders and researcher
Focus group of practitioners face to face (2 h);
childminders online (1.5 h)
Week 1

•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to the RQ
Presentation on theoretical underpinning of the
empowerment framework (EF)
Examples shared on how the EF works in practice
Practicalities of recording observations based on EF
Discussed data generation and ethical implications

Audio recorded and transcribed focus groups
(1.5 h × 2)

Week 2–3
Ethics

Practitioners/childminders
Ethics forms signed by parents and practicalities of
conducting children’s observations discussed ‘in house’

Forms returned to researcher

Week 3–6
Fieldwork (3 weeks)

Practitioners/childminders and participant children in
‘nested cases’. Each observed independently with case
study children in homes/pre-school using a paper
version of the EF to record observations of
empowerment and attach photos or video to
support their observations.
Participants were encouraged to generate as many
observations as practical within the timeframe, but the
focus was on quality, not quantity.

Practitioners/childminders kept all
observations (dated and timed) and
photos/videos. Some observations were
handwritten at the time of observation. Some
were typed up after the focus children’s
play had finished.
Practitioners used their professional
judgement on how many observations and
where they placed their focus in relation to
the EF (see Table 3).

Week 7
Interviews (×4)

Individual pre-school practitioners (×2)
face to face (40 min each)
Individual childminder and childminder and assistant
together online (30 min each)

Audio recorded and transcribed
(40 min × 2 practitioners;
30 min × 2 childminders)
Observations/photos/video shared with
researcher at the time of interview for the
face-to-face interviews and beforehand for
the online interviews

Week 8
Focus group

Bringing together pre-school and childminders to
discuss the process, challenges, insights, and reflections
of using the EF in practice.

Audio recorded and transcribed (2 h × 1)
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Table 3. Number of observations collected by practitioners over a 3-week period.
Nested Case
Studies

Number of
Observations

Supporting Evidence

Attendance

George

3

Video (3)

One day per week

Albie

7

Video (3); Photos (3);
things Albie made (1)

Every afternoon after school for 2 h

Tilda

12

Video (4); Photos (5)

Every day until 3 p.m.

Josh

6

Video (2)

Mornings 5 days per week

Sasha

12

Video (5); Photos (3);
thinks Sasha made (4)

Full time pre-school

The research explored the use of the EF as an analytical tool for observing children’s
play and reflecting on the ways in which children are empowered in play and their environment. It specifically focused on the ways in which children participate and demonstrate
ownership and voice when playing with peers; these are the three dominant themes of the
EF. The childminders and practitioners generated all the data in the study. Consequently,
the process outlined in Table 2 was essential to the progress of the research in understanding
the theory behind the EF, ethical implications, approaches to observations and supporting
evidence such as photographs or video, and the level of detail required for recording and
reflecting on children’s play through an empowerment lens. This paper reports on the first
phase of a larger project and therefore it was essential that each stage of the data generation
process was carefully considered.
The research question asked: In what ways are children empowered through their
play environment? and What are the challenges of recording children’s empowerment for
practitioners? A narrative methodology sought to understand and reflect on children’s ‘in
the moment’ lived experiences [26] of the ways and degrees to which they were empowered. Play experiences for the children in the 5 nested case studies was different yet had
commonalities in terms of supporting a sense of freedom within the boundaries of play to
express views and opinions and explore their environment in ways that interested them.
2.3. Participants
After a UK-wide interview based on the research of the Empowerment Framework,
Early Childhood professionals were encouraged to contact the researcher if they were
interested in trialling the EF in their practice. The participants in this study were some of
the first to come forward, willing to engage with a paper-based version of the framework.
It was important to keep the sample size small and manageable because it is initially
time-consuming considering children’s play and environments through a different lens and
it was important to understand how the EF could work as an observational tool as well as
how it might influence practice. The childminders had been in practice for 10 years (Anya)
and 15 years (Grace) with Bella joining Anya as an assistant childminder in the last year.
All 3 hold a UK recognised level 3 qualification with Anya also holding a BA (Hons) in
Early Childhood. Debbie and Mia from the pre-school have 30 years’ experience between
them. Debbie has a degree in Early Childhood and Mia is in her final year of part-time
study for her degree.
2.4. Ethics
Ethical considerations included processes that provided practitioners with the confidence and freedom to enable them to collect data and gain children’s and families’ consent.
This was important, given the aim of gaining insights into children’s empowerment through
their self-expression and lived experiences in play. Alongside adhering to the British Educational Research Association (BERA) guidelines [27], parents consented for their child to be
part of the research through signed consent managed by the practitioners, and they had the
opportunity to withdraw from the research before a set date. The children, aged between 4
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and 6 years old, were asked for their assent rather than full informed consent [28] through
explaining during circle time that practitioners would be thinking about their play in a
different way. Children’s assent mitigates against not knowing whether children understand the context in which the research will be presented or the implications for them later.
Children were able to withdraw from any play situation at any time and parents/carers
and practitioners therefore acted as ‘gatekeepers’ for children’s wellbeing and gauged if
they were happy to participate. In reality, children were not being asked to participate or do
anything differently from their daily routine or play preferences. It was the way in which
play was recorded and reflected upon that was different and this was the responsibility of
the practitioners involved. Practitioners shared their observations, video, and photographs
before or during interviews with the researcher towards the end of the study. All data were
stored securely with names of participants changed to pseudonyms to protect their identity.
2.5. Observations
Children’s play was observed using the prompt questions of the EF and supported by
video or photographs. Observations were recorded in a number of ways: at the time using
brief handwritten notes; shortly after the play had concluded when the observation was
clearly remembered; or at the end of the day, typed up when reflection could also be added
to the observation. The way in which practitioners experimented with the timeframe of
recording the observations was an important element of the research for future planning of
the study as well as the actual content of the observations. The number of observations was
also left to the practitioners’ professional judgement. The practitioners knew the children
and were best placed to gauge the number of observations to support a layered picture
of children’s empowerment to emerge. The focus was on the quality of observations,
not the quantity; therefore, some practitioners did less detailed, in-depth observations
whilst others did many shorter observations (see Table 3). Knowledge created through
this type of observational analysis constantly evolves and understanding situated within
a context is not value-free or independent of interpretation [29]. However, the fluidity
and independence of how the observations were created supported richness in the detail
that emerged. The insight provided through observational narrative data and the nature
of recognising the importance of children’s shared experiences and how this relates to
empowerment is a significant element of this research.
2.6. Interviews and Focus Group
After the observational data were generated, practitioners and childminders were
invited to one-to-one interviews to share their insights and reflections. This was in person
at the pre-school setting and online for the childminders. The interviews were based
on semi-structured interview questions enabling direct comparison to be made between
answers to questions. It was important that the interviews were done individually so
that participants did not feel pressured to answer in a certain way or reveal anything that
was sensitive to their practice. The interviews focused on the way in which participants
experienced recording the observations and looking at play and the environment through
an empowerment lens.
The focus group was an opportunity to bring all participants together online to share
the perceived benefits and challenges of working with the empowerment framework. It
moved away from the specifics of data content to the practicalities of using the EF. It was
important for the research to know if the majority of participants shared opinions about the
framework so that moving forward, changes could be implemented.
2.7. Data Analysis
Using key points from the literature review, theoretical framing, and re-reading of the
data (observations and transcripts of interviews and focus group based on using the EF) key
benefits and challenges were identified [30]. These form the basis of reflection on how effective it was to identify children’s empowering experiences. Using an empowerment lens to
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observe children’s play in different environments provided an opportunity for participants
to position themselves differently, thinking about children’s actions and relationships with
other children in a new way. Thematic analysis of the benefits and challenges as a flexible
method enabled focus on analysing meaning across the entire dataset of observations of
children’s play experiences and practitioner reflections.
The observations of children’s play are based on using the empowerment framework,
consisting of the 3 guiding themes, participation, voice, ownership, with open-ended
prompt questions supporting the practitioner to record how children are playing. The
prompt questions are detailed in Figure 1. The prompt questions were converted into a
table rather than a diagram so practitioners could record their observations more easily.
Educ. Sci. 2022, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEWHowever, the diagram indicates how the themes of the EF are layered and interlinked,
9 of 18
therefore they are not distinct features but are influenced by each other. This is more
difficult to represent in a table.
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Table 4. Extract 1—Childminders Anya and Bella are observing George (4 years old) and Albie (6
years old) in a home setting. The focus of the observation is Voice.

Context of observation
George and Albie are sitting under a table in the playroom. They have covered the table
with a blanket, so it has created a den-like space and they have put cushions on the floor
to sit on. One of the corners of the blanket is folded back to enable us to see into the den
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Table 4. Extract 1—Childminders Anya and Bella are observing George (4 years old) and Albie
(6 years old) in a home setting. The focus of the observation is Voice.
Context of observation
George and Albie are sitting under a table in the playroom. They have covered the table with a
blanket, so it has created a den-like space and they have put cushions on the floor to sit on. One of
the corners of the blanket is folded back to enable us to see into the den space. It is quite dark
inside and George is asking Albie if he is afraid of the dark. The boys are lying on the cushions,
side by side looking up at the ‘roof’ of the den.

Extract from EF question answer:
How is the child expressing their views?

Verbal communication but initially Albie is
avoiding a direct question from George ‘are you
scared of the dark?’ by shrugging and asking,
‘are you?’ George doesn’t answer. George
reaches up to try and touch the top of the ‘den’.
He says, ‘not all the time, depends if you are here
then ‘no’, but maybe if it is very black’. Proximity
to Albie is very close, touching heads and George
reaches down and holds Albie’s hand.

How is the child showing their preferences?

Staying close together, lying down. Seem relaxed
and talking quietly. The boys have created their
own space so no other distractions. Feeling that
they want to be hidden and alone.

Supporting evidence

None—it didn’t seem appropriate to take photos
or video

Interview Reflection
I know these two children really well and although the way they are together in the ‘den’ is not
new, I haven’t heard them talk about such serious things before so that was interesting to hear
them talk about being afraid of the dark. Albie is good at deflecting answers to questions, but
after he has done this by asking the same question back, he does answer which shows he has
thought about it. I hadn’t recognised him as a reflective thinker before.

Table 5. Extract 2—Debbie observing Josh (4 years old) outside in the pre-school woodland area. The
focus of the observation is Ownership.
Context of observation
A group of children are outside using up-turned logs as stepping stones. Most of the logs are fixed
in place, but some can be moved around to create different levels of difficulty. They are taking
turns to step across the logs, then running back to the beginning to do it all again. A practitioner is
nearby but is looking after another child who is upset so she is not directly involved in the play.

Extract from EF question answer:
How is the child showing their familiarity
with the play environment?

Confident behaviour—Purposeful steps across the
logs–no hesitation. Knows which logs can be
moved and asks a friend to help him roll it into
place. When another child protests, Josh points to
another log that can be moved but doesn’t help.
Concentrating hard on what he wants to do.

How is the child in control of their play?

Making own decisions and choices. Not being
persuaded to do something else by other children.
Focused/determined on what he wants to do.

Supporting evidence

Photographs

Interview Reflection
Josh is not usually as decisive as he seemed to be when he was stepping on the logs. He tends to
be a child that is happy to go along with everyone else, but in this play, he initiated moving the
logs and he wasn’t put off when another child protested. He seemed really motivated and that’s
something that I can now follow up on perhaps in other activities.
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Table 6. Extract 3—Mia, the practitioner from the pre-school, is observing Sacha (3 years old) in
the structured outdoor area which contains swings and a slide. The focus for the observation
is Participation.
Context of observation
A group of three girls are playing on the swings. They are taking turns to push one another and
talking at the same time. Sacha is on the outskirts of the swings. She is on her own and it feels like
she wants to join in but doesn’t quite know how to. She gets near and nearer to the group, hugs
the pole that is the structure of the swing for a few minutes, and then moves away.

Extract from EF question answer:
Where is the child positioning themselves
within the play?

On the boundary of the play. Sasha wants to join in
but doesn’t want to ask directly. She keeps moving
about, trying to get their attention, perhaps hoping
one of the girls will invite her to join in. Hugging
the pole is perhaps a way to get closer to the action
with a way out, i.e., she can concentrate on playing
around the pole if she feels rejected or threatened
by the other children.

What choices or decisions is the child
making to be involved in the play?

She is being indecisive. She wants to join in—her
body language and the way she keeps looking over
at the girls suggests that, but she doesn’t want to
risk them saying ‘no’, so she won’t ask directly to
play with them. She makes the decision to get
closer and to have something to occupy her
(swing pole) while she perhaps gains the courage
or hopes someone will invite her into the game.

Coordination
How are the child’s movements reflecting
their emotional state?

She is taking a risk—she badly wants to be part of
the play but is scared of rejection. She is indicating
her interest to the other girls in a ‘please let me
play’ way, non-threatening, trying to make eye
contact, smiling. She is moving around, trying to
catch the attention of different girls.

Interview reflection
It was interesting to see Sasha use different tactics to try and enter the play. She was trying to
work out the best strategy to be successful, but also to not ‘lose face’ if she was rejected. She
sometimes plays with one of the girls and she was focusing her attention on her at the beginning
in the hope of an invitation into the game, but when that didn’t work, she quickly moved on to try
the others and act as if it didn’t matter if she joined in or not.

The EF enabled Anya and Bella to analyse and reflect on George and Albie’s play
within the structure and boundaries of their environment. The boys had adapted their
environment to meet their needs, creating a den inside, a covered, more intimate space
within an existing space. This took time and therefore was an important element of their
play and subsequent conversation. For Anya and Bella there were no additional demands
to plan activities or provide resources. The EF simply required them to observe George and
Albie’s play, interactions, and environment in a different way, through an empowerment
lens. Identifying those empowering interactions through written descriptions meant that
Anya and Bella could think in a more lateral way, for example, building on the children’s
interests and preferences around den making, light and dark spaces, creating more intimate,
smaller, and enclosed areas within the house to encourage child–child conversations. It
was also evident to see Anya’s sensitivity to the content and privacy the children had
created through her acknowledgement of the inappropriateness of collecting supporting
evidence. The environment the children had created was their space; a space where they
were comfortable talking to each other about issues that mattered to them. They learnt
something about each other, and Anya and Bella were also made aware of the significance
of the dark to the children. Without them having the opportunity to express their voice in
the environment that they had imagined and created, this knowledge about the children
would not have been revealed in the same way.
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The EF encourages practitioners to notice the everyday play moments that are sometimes overlooked because they feel inconsequential. In a traditional observation attention
may have been paid to the physical skills Josh was displaying rather the way he was
commanding the play space. The shift of focus to the way in which Josh had ownership of
the space not only revealed to Debbie how he could be decisive and confident but gave
her potential ideas for furthering opportunities to build these skills in different contexts.
The physicality of the space and Josh’s familiarity with it supported the way in which he
used it to his advantage to follow his own agenda in what he wanted to get out of the
experience. Debbie’s reflection ignited ideas on how she could support the same sense of
ownership Josh displayed in different environments, perhaps by using similar resources or
encouraging more physical movement in the indoor space.
Moving the attention away from the potential primary observation of the girls playing
on the swings to the focus on Sacha trying to infiltrate the play gave Mia more opportunity
to analyse the tactics Sacha was employing and recognising her knowledge and understanding of the group dynamics between the girls. The emotional risk that Sacha is not
sure about taking is significant in this observation and links to the way in which she is
cognitively processing the way in which she could participate in the game without suffering
rejection. To examine and reflect on those moments is demanding. It required Mia not only
to acknowledge there is meaning in the smallest detail but to try to capture that meaning
through her analytical reflections about what she already knows about Mia and how that
experience may contribute to her empowerment and future learning. In extract 4 (Table 7)
Bella and the researcher discuss the significance of how children choose to engage and what
that means for Bella’s professional understanding of children’s processes of empowerment.
Table 7. Extract 4—Interview with Bella, assistant childminder. Bella is struggling to see the significance of what she describes as ‘non play’ where George (4 years old) has free choice of what he can
play with.
Bella

It’s like I’m looking at nothing, so I have nothing to observe

Researcher

But are you really looking at nothing? What is George actually doing?

Bella

He is wandering around the playroom looking for something to do

Researcher

Yes, but how is he doing it?

Bella

Walking about, looking

Researcher

Ok, but see the way he pauses and touches the different toys? See how he is
looking up at the shelf, perhaps he is thinking about if he wants to get down
that board game? See how he is swinging his arms now, using the movement
to speed past the construction blocks?

Bella

Yes, but what does that mean?

Researcher

What do you think it means?

Bella

I guess he is trying to decide what to do. He is looking at the different toys and
thinking about if he wants to play with them. Perhaps he doesn’t want to play
with the construction blocks and that’s why he goes past them quickly but
thinks that’s what he should do because they are easily accessible, and we
have been using them a lot recently. I’m just guessing.

Researcher

But you’re not. You are making your judgements based on what you know
about George. You are interpreting his behaviour and putting yourself in his
position, trying to imagine what he is thinking. Can you link anything he is
doing to the empowerment framework?
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Bella

Well maybe ownership and the way he is in control. He’s not playing in the
sense that he is doing something with a resource, but he can choose what he
wants to play with, and he is making up his mind. No one is telling him or
suggesting something to do. Maybe that’s empowering for him?

Researcher

I agree. You don’t have to see everything within the framework, just
concentrate on what you think is relevant. Can you see how you have made a
much more detailed and informed observation of George when he is seemingly
doing ‘nothing’ and have been able to make some links with empowerment.

Bella

Yes ok, and George hasn’t been coming to us for that long so perhaps he’s not
used to being able to make his own choices about what he does.

The recognition that the perception of ‘doing nothing’ is something that can be analysed and be a foundation for building future opportunities is significant. The environment
is also a factor in how children engage with what is happening around them. Recognising this helped develop Bella’s observations and fed into the focus group discussion and
reflection aspect of this research.
Focus Group
The focus group discussions where all the practitioners joined together online to
discuss their experiences of using the EF were important to the initial phase of this research.
They reflected on the process of engaging with the framework and some of the challenges
they faced:
Using the framework for observations was interesting and certainly made me
think deeper about what I was seeing the children do. The change of focus was
initially quite challenging as I am used to writing about what a child has achieved
and the next steps to encourage development (Anya, Childminder).
It also enabled practitioners to think about their practice in a different way. It was not
about changing what they did, but how they approached observing what children were
already doing as Grace reflected:
As a childminder, I think the empowerment framework could work well in my
practice, because I am always following the children’s interests and working with
them to provide experiences that are initiated by them. Focusing on participation,
voice, or ownership fits into that quite well and I found myself reflecting more
easily, you know it came more natural to me because the questions prompted me
to think (Grace, Childminder).
The biggest challenge for practitioners was fitting in the observations around other
daily responsibilities and feeling that they had ‘done enough’. This relates to the culture of
expectation around outcomes, stretching and testing children and constantly monitoring
progress [31]. Children’s play is promoted within UK curriculum guidance as having a
purpose, having a structure, and reaching a satisfactory conclusion [32]. However, the
nature of the current early years curriculum is compartmentalised into areas of learning,
rather than adopting a holistic approach to children’s experiences and learning. The most
up to date guidance pertaining to assessment arrangements states that paperwork should be
kept to a minimum, but ‘practitioners need to illustrate, support and recall their knowledge
of the child’s attainment’ [33] (p. 11). For many practitioners this translates into generating
a quantity of examples of children’s attainment, rather than fewer quality instances. Mia
summaries this anxiety:
Time is the biggest barrier for me using the EF at the moment. It takes longer to
do the observations, but I recognise they are more meaningful. Perhaps I would
get used to doing less observations, but more detailed ones, but it makes me
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anxious to stand back and just observe, I feel I always need to be in there, doing
something (Mia, Pre-school practitioner).
The results of the study demonstrate that using the EF is possible and can fit into
the routines of early childhood settings. Practitioners do not require specialist knowledge
to engage with the process, yet a reflective disposition is helpful making the most of the
prompt questions under each of the themes. The balance between reflective practice and
stimulating provision through the settings environment is an essential combination to
support children’s learning and development through the EF.
4. Discussion
There are two research questions in this initial study: one focusing upon children’s
empowerment through play and the environment; and the other examining the change
required in everyday observations for practitioners to acknowledge the impact of empowerment for children’s learning and development. These two elements are interdependent
on the way in which early childhood practice is regarded and the extent to which it is childcentred. The discussion centres on the themes resulting from the benefits and challenges of
using the EF in practice.
4.1. Environment
Children find ways to engage with their environments, from playing with materials
provided for them to making their own imaginative play in an empty space [34]. From
the extracts in the results section (Tables 4–7), all of the children were involved, although
in very different contexts because their engagement came from what they were interested
in and what they wanted to do or try to achieve within the space. Even when play does
not work out in the way intended (Sasha not really entering the play with the girls on the
swings), she is still practicing the skills and having the experience of taking a risk which
will lead to further opportunities for her. The physical environment provides a foundation
for empowering experiences, but the way in which the environment is structured for
children to have the space and time to explore their own ideas, emotions and relationships
is also significant.
The empowering moments are when the physical and emotional environment afford
children the opportunities to engage in that space on their own terms. When the play
environment provides a continuum of opportunities children incorporate the world around
them, stimulating qualities such as curiosity, creativity, and inventiveness [10]. The play
environment can also evoke strong emotional responses depending on the situation and
can be a positive and/or negative experience. Children explore a sense of who they are,
especially as they develop relationships with their peers and explore social situations
together through play [23]. A play environment may not always be a comfortable space
for children but through navigating the space they are able to experience moments of
empowerment and the more the environment affords empowering experiences, the more
empowered and confident a child will become in that space, for example Josh in extract
2 (Table 5) demonstrates his skills through his familiarity and confidence with the environment. Consequently, it is not just the practitioners’ observational lens that requires a
shift in thinking, but also the way in which children’s spaces and places are recognised as
supporting empowering experiences.
The spaces children occupy when they play and how they incorporate them into
their creative and imaginative worlds contributes to the meaning making and layered
picture of learning and development play represents [35]. The environment can determine
the structure of play, offer possibilities, and provide a sense of freedom for children’s
exploration and curiosity [1]. Although often seen to facilitate children’s engagement;
the environment is an essential element for supporting children’s verbal and non-verbal
expression and sense of empowerment. This can be seen in extract 1 (Table 4) where
George and Albie talk about their feelings towards the dark. Children’s engagement with
the environment they are familiar with is often based on routine. In some ways that
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provides children with a sense of security and confidence, but also leads to complicity
in what children do within a space. The Empowerment Framework asks practitioners to
think about how children use different spaces and what that experience affords them in
terms of exploration, creativity and supporting curiosity. The spaces children occupy offer
different experiences and if they are able to have some control over what they can do or
the resources they use then this supports a process of empowerment. Thinking through
an empowerment lens may lead to changes in how early childhood environments are
presented or used. The extracts in the results section demonstrate the intertwined nature of
the environment influencing children’s empowerment and what they think, feel, and do
within certain spaces. The way in which the EF observations are now helping practitioners
see the environment differently, supporting different purposes and how they can assist in
children communicating or expressing their feelings through changing the environment
is significant.
4.2. Subjectivity
The subjectivity of observations is something that all the practitioners found challenging. The fear of being wrong or interpreting what children were doing in the wrong way
was a barrier to actually making observations. There are no ‘right or wrong’ answers in the
EF; each observation supports a layered picture of practice to and understanding/knowing
children is at the centre of this practice [35]. The journey of professional practice and being
supported in that process by other colleagues was significant for participants. They found
the ability to talk to one another (childminders were part of the same network and in
close geographical proximity and pre-school practitioners were at the same setting) gave
them confidence as the fieldwork element of the study progressed. De Sousa identifies
this as pedagogy in participation: learning from each other, sharing reflection, and gaining
meaningful insight to practice [36].
The framing of the research within social phenomenology challenged practitioners
to have confidence in their subjective analysis of empowerment and children’s play. The
layered and detailed observations from different play contexts and how the environment
supported children’s empowering experiences was significant in contributing to understanding children’s engagement and interest. The EF is a subjective meaning-making tool
to support practitioners in understanding and analysing the judgements they make about
children’s experiences. Used as a tool for critical facilitation for analysing approaches
to observation practitioners can have more meaningful professional discussions about
children’s learning and development. It enables practitioners to have different views and
come to different conclusions without fear of being criticised because it is what they have
observed, guided by the prompt questions in the framework. The narratives around children’s lived experiences are rich platforms for shared understanding, not only between
professionals, but for families. In time this can enable more empowering opportunities to
develop and lead to changes in practice environments that focus on empowerment and
empowering experiences.
4.3. Time
Engaging in reflection and support from others using the EF is time consuming because
of the other daily demands. The EF advocates for slow pedagogy [37] where less is more in
terms of detailed and meaningful observations that centre on children’s capabilities rather
than outcomes. The environment for children’s participation, ownership, and voice requires
subtle changes so that practitioners are able to be more attuned to following children’s lead
and having confidence that the environment will underpin the possibilities for learning
and development.
Creating time for observing children and adopting an ethos of slow pedagogy is
challenging. Supporting young children’s learning and development is demanding and
often pressured. Practitioners work in an environment that requires them to be pro-active,
always moving, doing, talking, or showing [5]. Therefore, the idea of slowing down
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practice, stepping back and trusting in professional knowledge of child development is a
transition that requires time and readjustment [37]. As Mia reflected in the focus group,
standing back can lead to anxiety if the foundation of professional understanding and the
trust in own knowledge is not clear.
4.4. Learning
The pedagogic practice that practitioners adopt is central to children’s play experiences.
Consequently, there are implications for learning and development, for example in extract
1 (Table 4), Anya reflects on how overhearing the conversation between the two boys about
being scared of the dark has made her think about Albie as a more reflective thinker. This
will influence how she approaches other subjects in the future. In the UK, a consideration
for parents in choosing an early childhood setting is whether they believe their child
will fit in and be happy in the space with other children and practitioners [38]. These
elements are reflected in the pedagogic approach, strategies to engage children and the
environment that is created. Practice based on the empowerment framework starts from
what children can already achieve and emphasises how they use the people around them
and their environment to explore and navigate those learning opportunities. The openended nature of the observation questions allow flexibility and rely on the value base and
professional judgment of practitioners. The gradual build-up of observations around the
three themes of participation, voice, and ownership, create a holistic picture of children’s
abilities, interests, and relationships [3]. Over time this can lead to a potential shift in
the way practitioners think about learning and the most effective way to support them in
this process. A good example of this is in the conversation in extract 4 (Table 7) between
Bella and the researcher, where Bella realises that even when children are not expressing
traditional play behaviour, they are still engaged in important learning and development
skills such as decision making.
4.5. Limitations of the Research
This is a very small-scale study involving five practitioners and five children over
an eight-week period in two geographical locations in the UK. It reports on the initial
roll out of the Empowerment Framework developed as part of PhD research in everyday
early-years practice settings. The research has highlighted some valuable benefits and
challenges to using the EF in everyday practice and some of the work that will be required
if the EF is to be adopted more widely in the UK. A digital version of the EF is planned
and will help in the logistics of recording observation as well as sharing with parents
and families.
5. Conclusions
The empowerment framework enables practitioners to view children’s play and engagement with their environment through an empowering lens. It emphasises what
children can do, taking a positive approach to their everyday interactions and recognising
the learning, development and stimulus that is naturally evident when children can make
choices and decisions. The EF changes the way in which children are observed which
ultimately leads to new ways of working and re-evaluating practice. Recognising and
nurturing children’s empowerment is essential for children to believe in themselves, have
confidence to voice their opinions, try out new ideas and engage with the world and
others around them. The EF highlights how those often subjective and abstract ideas be
captured and stimulated through the environments children experience and the way in
which practitioners value play.
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